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• Questions
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Observations – global
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Scotland’s History (SNIFFER project CC03 + Met Office 
Archives)

Element

1. Rainfall

2. Temperature

43 yr Significant Changes

1. Averages up 21%

Heavy rain days up 8%

Intensity up nearly 8%

Max 5 day totals up 21%

Dry spells Not Sig

2. Min temps 1.030 up

Max Temps 1.210 up

Heat waves up 6 days

Cold Spells down 7.5 days

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BUILT IN IMPACTS Scotland since 1961
1 Rainfall – Increased flooding risk Mainly Pluvial/Fluvial, risk of drought for the moment at least seems unchanged. 
Implications for transport e.g. landslip, land use, agriculture 
(Could we end up selling water to England a national water grid? Standing water/ stagnant “new diseases”.

2 Winter Temperature pluses and minuses – Decrease icy roads, decrease in winter energy use, decrease cold weather mortality 
A&E decrease sip/fall injuries 
Social Services– 
Summer 
Decrease in electricity transmission efficiency.
Increase in summer energy use. 
Increase Heat stroke etc, pressure on A&E, changes to disease patterns both in humans and animals. 
Changes in growing periods and crop types, pests, Blue Tongue etc. 
Human Behaviour – crime and weather!
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Scotland’s History (SNIFFER project CC03 + Met Office 
Archives)

Element

3. Frost & Snow

4. “Storminess”

43 yr Significant Changes

3. Snow days down 32%

Frost days down 26%

4. Nothing significant noted 
in this period. No clear 
trend as yet. 

UKCP09 will update these figures
Further change already built in to the climate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 Frost and snow – Decrease in cold weather mortality, (increased pension costs?) 
Decrease in A & E admissions for slips and falls etc. 
however the implication for human and animal health is an unknown quantity (Blue Tongue! disease vectors etc) as is any change required in farming practice. Loss of business skiing etc. Implications for flooding, Implications for increased landslip risk (not quantified as yet) Impact on flooding e.g. change in land use moors to fertile land.

4 Although no change noted implications of UKCIP02 of falling pressure in the north implies stronger gales mainly over Eng & Wa, confidence is low.
Focus just on one element today Flooding

More to come Lead time etc.
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Proof of the pudding
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• Planetary Geometry 

• Solar heating variations

• Aerosols

• Enhanced Greenhouse Effect

Summary of possible reasons
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• Planetary Geometry 
Too slow

• Solar heating variations
Too small

• Aerosols
Cools climate

• Enhanced Greenhouse Effect
Only possible explanation

Summary of possible reasons
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Natural Influence Insufficient

+
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Human Influence Fits Curve

+

+
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Historical temperature record and 
model projections (relative to 2000)
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Global predictions and impacts
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Observations – global
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Natural disasters reported 
Globally
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Early, Galveston Hurricane, rtc
Middle 
CC kicks in 60s/70/80s also media input increases
So really on the last 30 to 50 years is meaningful
But the trend is very noticeable and many of these are weather related.
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Temperature projection graph
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Worldwide water stress
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If Global Mean Rise =  + 3°C

Coastal flooding. 
Asia and small islands.
7–15 million additional 
people at risk

Few ecosystems can adapt

Amazon rainforest  loss
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Closer to home 
Predictions & impacts
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European summer temps 
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Hottest day in typical summer
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Average winter’s night
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Impact

“The effects of climate 
change is a bit like 
crystal ball gazing with 
some widespread and 
varying predictions for 
the future”. ACPOS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Headline comment from ACPOS in the self assessment!!  Yeah Right
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Impact

Kilbirnie 1st Aug 2008

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Impact now!!! Ok a bit frivolous but the point is made. It’ll only get worse! And we have neither the infrastructure or the where withal to cope. So focus and decision making will be paramount and the Met Office is here to help. Strategic deployment and development will be crucial to minimising risk.
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Extreme rainfall
• More rain in winter
• More extreme events
• Warming sea
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Coastal Flooding

• Thermal expansion

• Ice-sheet melting 
(Greenland irreversible at >2°C) 

• Storm surges
1953 floods: 300 drowned,  24,000 

houses damaged

Possible result of the 
gradual rise in Sea Level. 
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How can we adapt?
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Adapting - 4-step approach

1
Assess vulnerability to 

climate (current weather 
and extreme events)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have chosen to present to you a 4 stage approach, which we feel can encapsulate the different steps required to decide what adaptation is required and when.

Step 1: Assess vulnerability to current climate/weather. Understand the relationship between current day weather/climate and the activity of interest (road management/ energy resources). Quantitatively or qualitatively depending on the current understanding. 

Step 2: Identify exposure to climate change. i.e. understand what a change in climate means for the activity i.e. quantify the impact.

Step 3: assess risk of this impact and prioritise risks: can use classical risk analysis techniques or something less sophisticated.

Step 4: To the prioritised risks, develop adaptation options and decide on approach.
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Adapting - 4-step approach

1
Assess vulnerability to 

climate (current weather 
and extreme events)

2
Identify exposure to 

climate change 
(magnitude of impact) 
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Adapting - 4-step approach

1
Assess vulnerability to 

climate (current weather 
and extreme events)

2
Identify exposure to 

climate change 
(magnitude of impact) 

3
Assess and prioritise risk

(likelihood/impact)
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Adapting - 4-step approach

1
Assess vulnerability to 

climate (current weather 
and extreme events)

2
Identify exposure to 

climate change 
(magnitude of impact) 

3
Assess and prioritise risk

(likelihood/impact)

4
Develop adaptation 

responses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have chosen to present to you a 4 stage approach, which we feel can encapsulate the different steps required to decide what adaptation is required and when.

Step 1: Assess vulnerability to current climate/weather. Understand the relationship between current day weather/climate and the activity of interest (road management/ energy resources). Quantitatively or qualitatively depending on the current understanding. 

Step 2: Identify exposure to climate change. i.e. understand what a change in climate means for the activity i.e. quantify the impact.

Step 3: assess risk of this impact and prioritise risks: can use classical risk analysis techniques or something less sophisticated.

Step 4: To the prioritised risks, develop adaptation options and decide on approach.
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Summary

“The past is a foreign country, they do 
things differently there”

( L.P. Hartley)

So Must We

Questions??
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